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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
Diagram Master is a powerful tool for creating diagrams ranging from simple mind maps to 
complex hierarchical models in Excel.  It can be used for presentations, brainstorming, 
process mapping, and much more.  The software includes two modules depending upon the 
complexity of your needs: Structured diagrams and mind maps.   
 
The Structured Diagram module is used for creating complex diagrams with embedded data.  

The embedded data can be extracted for reporting and data manipulation through the 
Create Report function. 
 
The Mind Map module is used for creating simple diagrams with much of the overhead 
stripped out.  This allows you to document your ideas as fast as you think without the need 
to worry about the tasks required to create the mind map.  A mind map can be transformed 
into a structured diagram later. 
 

Applications 
Diagram Master can create almost any node-based diagram.  Some applications include: 

• General tree diagrams. 

• Mind maps. 
• Influence diagrams. 
• Organization charts. 
• Decision trees. 
• Function flow block diagrams. 
• Process flow charts. 

• Work breakdown structures. 
• Product breakdown structures. 

General Features 
• Click to edit.  Clicking on a node allows its properties to be edited with one click. 
• Node hiding: 

o Individual node hiding. 
o Show only a base node and its children. 
o Hiding by node level. 

• Show/hide data in nodes. 
• Select all nodes and connectors with one click.  Easy copying of diagram to other 

applications or dragging entire diagram to a new location. 

• Select all nodes with one click.  Node formatting can be changed quickly. 
• Select all connectors with one click.  Connector formatting can be changed quickly. 
• Can save a diagram layout that can be restored later.  Allows for what-if 

arrangements and special arrangements for presentations. 
• Repair tools to reconnect connectors and regenerate accidently deleted nodes. 

Structured Diagram Features 
• Data from spreadsheets and databases can be linked to nodes.  Node data can be 

imported and edited in a spreadsheet and automatically updated in the diagram. 
• Images can be embedded in nodes. 
• Auto-arrange diagram functions: 

o Horizontal orientation 
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o Vertical orientation 
o Radial orientation 

• Stacking of child nodes below or to the right of a base node. 

• Connector attachment points can be specified, or connectors routed according to 
shortest path. 

• Reporting function to extract data to spreadsheet. 

Mind Map Features 
• Simple node generation user interface. 

• Capture ideas quickly.  
• Convert to structured diagram later. 

System Requirements 
Excel Version: Excel 2007 to Excel 2019, Office 365 desktop 
Systems: 32 bit and 64 bit 

Windows: Vista to Windows 10 

Installing Diagram Master 
Place the Diagram Master add-in file in a folder that you have access. 

Before Installation 
Depending on your system settings, you may have to unblock the Diagram Master add-in 
file prior to installing.  Right click on the Diagram Master add-in file.  Click on Properties.  
The following window will appear: 
 

 
Figure 1 - File Properties 
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Check Unblock if it is not already checked.  Then click OK. 

Excel 2007 Installation Procedure 
Click the Office Button in the upper left corner of the Excel window. 
 

 
Figure 2 - Office Button 

Click on the Excel Options button. 
Click on Add-ins menu item. 
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Figure 3 - Excel Options>Add-Ins 

In the Manage drop-down box, select “Excel Add-ins” and click the Go button. 

In the new window, click Browse and select the Diagram_Master.xlam add-in file. 
Check the box next to Diagram_Master. 
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Figure 4 - Add-ins Window 

 

Excel 2010 - 2019 Installation Procedure 
Click the File tab in the upper left corner of the Excel window. 
 

 
Figure 5 - File Tab 

 

You may have to click the Home menu item. 
Click on the Options menu item. 
Click on Add-ins menu item. 
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Figure 6 – Excel Options>Add-Ins 

 
In the Manage drop-down box, select “Excel Add-ins” and click the Go button. 
In the new window, click Browse and select the Diagram_Master.xlam add-in file. 
Check the box next to Diagram_Master. 
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Figure 7 - Add-ins Window 

 
 

 

Uninstalling Diagram Master 
1. Go to the manage Add-ins window (see Installation section). 
2. Uncheck Diagram_Master. 
3. Close Add-ins window. 
4. Delete the Diagram Master file or move it to a different folder. 
5. Go to the manage Add-ins window. 
6. Click on the Diagram Master check box. 
7. A pop-up message will appear that Diagram_Master cannot be found.  Click Yes to 

delete from list. 
8. Close Add-ins window. 

Trust Center Settings 
Depending on the Trust Center settings, Diagram Master may not run, or a warning may 
appear when Excel is started.  To allow the add-in to run or to avoid a warning message on 
start-up make sure the Trust Center Settings below are correct. 
 
To open the Trust Center, click the Office Button in the upper left corner of Excel or the File 
tab depending on the version of Excel.  Then click on the Excel Options button or Options 
menu item. 
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Figure 8 - Excel Options>Trust Center 

 
Click the Trust Center Settings button to open Trust Center.  Click on Add-ins menu item.  
Make sure all checkboxes are unchecked. 
 

 
Figure 9 - Trust Center>Add-Ins 
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Structured Diagram Basics 
A structured diagram can be constructed as either a one to many or a many to many 
configuration.  A one to many configuration is where a parent can have one or more 

children, and a node can only have one parent.  A many to many configuration is where a 
parent can have one or more children, and a node can have more than one parent. 
 

Node Level Concept 
Node levels are used to structure a diagram by hierarchy or some other useful criteria.  A 

diagram starts at node level 0 and proceeds at integer increments.  When adding nodes to a 
structured diagram, the node can be placed at any node level or on a new node level (the 
next highest integer level).   
 
Node levels are useful for hiding nodes as a group and controlling diagram granularity as 
needed for presentation.  Node levels are also used for auto arrangement and reporting 

functions.  If you do not plan on using auto-arrange, node hiding, or creating reports then 
node levels are not necessary and all nodes can be at the same node level. 
 
Nodes in each level should be grouped according to some logic such as similarity, 
hierarchical importance, etc.  Nodes at the same level can be connected to each other. 
 

The order in which each node appears in each node level can be easily changed. 
 

 
Figure 10 - Node Levels 

Arranging Nodes 
Structured diagrams have an auto-arrange function to make diagram layout easier.  The 
arrangement algorithms use node levels as the basis for layout.  For example, in a left to 
right orientation, nodes at level 0 will be drawn as a stacked column at the left side of the 
diagram.  Nodes at level 1 will be drawn as a stacked column to the right of level 0 and so 
on. 
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There are three auto-arrange options: 

• Top to bottom with node level 0 at top. 

• Left to right with node level 0 at left. 
• Radial with node level 0 at center. 

 
Auto-arrange can be used to initially arrange nodes in a convenient manner.  Final 
arrangement can be done by manually moving nodes to their final position, or using the 
stacking capability to stack lower level nodes.  Once the final layout is complete, it is a good 
practice to turn off auto-arrange to prevent accidental rearranging of the diagram. 

Node Hiding 
Nodes can be hidden to show different configurations or for presentation purposes.  The 
node data remains intact and can be easily unhidden. 
 
There are four methods of node hiding. 

Hide an Individual Node 
Individual nodes can be hidden. 

Show Only a Node and Its Downstream Connections 
A node is selected.  That node and all nodes that are downstream of its outgoing 

connections will be shown.  All other nodes will be hidden. 

Hide Nodes Outside of a Node Level Range 
A node level range is selected.  Any nodes in a node level less than the lower node level 
selected will be hidden.  Any nodes in a node level higher than the upper node level selected 
will be hidden. 

Hide Node Inside of a Node Level Range 
A node level range is selected.  Any nodes from the lower node level selected to the upper 
node level selected will be hidden. 

Node Data 
In addition to a node ID, name, and note, each node has three generic data fields that can 

be used as you deem necessary.  Node data can be referenced to spreadsheet cells which in 
turn can be referenced to a database or other external source of data. 

Referenced Node Data 
The following node data fields can get their values from cells in the workbook containing the 
diagram: 

• Name 
• Note 
• Data field 1 
• Data field 2 
• Data field 3 

 
These data field values can be driven by the cells they reference.  The referenced data cells 
may be connected to an external data source such as a database. 
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Important! 
Referenced cells cannot be sorted.  Sorting data, for example table data, will change what is 
shown in each node.  Cell references will show what is in a given cell address.  Sorting will 
change these values and destroy data relationship integrity. 

Node ID Data Field 
The node ID is a unique identifier (user specified) for each node.  To ensure that nodes do 
not have duplicate IDs, Diagram Master retains control of the values.  The value of the node 

ID can be referenced by cells of the workbook containing the diagram.  If you change the ID 
in the diagram, it will be updated in the cells that reference the ID.  This is the reverse of 
the other data fields where the node is updated to reflect the referenced cell values. 
 

 
Figure 11 - Referenced Node Data 

 

Mind Map Basics 
A mind map is constructed based on a one to many concept. A parent node can have many 
children, but a node can only have one parent.   
 

The mind map functions are purposely stripped of many of the features of a structured 
diagram to maintain simplicity that is useful when creating a mind map.  The mind map can 
be converted to a structured diagram later to take advantage of the structured diagram 
functionality. 

Node Level Concept 
Mind maps are also based on node levels with the root node being at node level 0 and each 
child being at node level 1.  Descendants of the children will be at node level 2 and so on. 
 
There can only be one root node at node level 0.  If you want more than one base node in a 
diagram, create a “dummy” root node with the actual base nodes as children of the root 
node.  Then hide the root node by hiding node level 0. 

Arranging Nodes 
Nodes in a mind map are arranged manually by dragging each node into position. 

Node Data 
Mind map node data includes a node ID, name and note.  The node ID is automatically 
generated by the software to speed up node creation. 
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Conversion of a Mind Map to a Structured Diagram 
Mind maps can be converted to a structured diagram to allow the enhanced features of a 
structured diagram.  Once the conversion is done, the diagram cannot be converted back to 

a mind map. 

The Diagram Worksheet 
The diagram settings, node data, cell references, and connector data are stored within the 
diagram worksheet containing a diagram (structured or mind map).  This data is contained 
in columns A through Z and will be hidden when a new diagram is created.  These columns 

are protected to maintain data integrity. 
 
The visible portion of the diagram worksheet can be modified as normal, except for the 
following: 

• Rows cannot be inserted or deleted. 
• Columns cannot be inserted or deleted. 

• Tables and pivot tables cannot be placed on the diagram sheet. 

Extracting Node Data 
Node data in a structured diagram can be extracted to either a new worksheet or a new 
workbook.  The report will show all node data including incoming and outgoing connections.  
To extract data from a mind map, convert the mind map to a structured diagram.  If you 

want to maintain the mind map, create a copy of the mind map workbook and convert the 
copy to a structured diagram. 
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Chapter 2 – Structured Diagrams 
 
This chapter discusses creating and editing a structured diagram.  The tools covered in this 
chapter are in the Structured Diagram group on the Diagram Master ribbon menu. 

Structured Diagram> New Diagram 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > New Diagram Button 

 
 
The New Diagram form will appear.  Initial diagram settings can be entered now or later 
using the Ribbon> Diagram Master tab> Settings button.  A diagram sheet name is 
required.  When the Create Diagram button is clicked, a new worksheet in the active 
workbook will be created.  The sheet name will be the diagram name entered. 

New Diagram > Node Text Page 
 

 
Figure 12 - New Diagram > Node Text Page 
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Show On Nodes 
The data fields that will appear on each node is determined by which checkboxes are 
selected.  The data label for each data field can also be toggled on/off by using the label 

checkbox next to the data item.  Note that the data stored for each data field is retained if it 
is not shown on the node. 

Image Position In Nodes 
When an image is embedded in a node, the image can be positioned on the left or right side 
of the node, except for triangles.  Images placed in triangles are centered at the top and 

this setting has no effect. 

Image Size and Margin 
Image size controls the size of any images embedded in nodes.  Minimum image margin 
determines the spacing between the image and node text.  It also sets the minimum 
distance from the edges of the node. 

Edit Node Form Opened By Clicking On Node 
When this function is “On”, clicking on a node will open the Edit Node form and the clicked 
node will be selected for editing.  To move or resize a node manually, press Alt key and click 
on the node.  Then release Alt key before manipulating nodes. 
 

Important! 
Do not use CTRL-Click.  If the node is dragged, it will create a copy of the node which may 
result in unexpected program behavior.  If a node is inadvertently copied, manually delete 
the copy. 

 
To edit a node when this function is turned off, use Ribbon> Diagram Master tab> Edit Node 
button, or use the Quick Edit form. 
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New Diagram > Shape & Size Page 
 

 
Figure 13 - New Diagram > Shape & Size Page 

Node Shape 
When the All Nodes Same Shape checkbox is selected, all nodes will be drawn to the 
selected shape.   

Node Size 
When the Autosize nodes to fit text button is selected, nodes are auto sized to fit the text 
shown. 
 
When the Autosize nodes by aspect ratio button is selected, a node aspect ratio is entered 
to control the height/width ratio.  Node size will change to fit the text contained within the 
node.  This sizing method uses a heuristic algorithm to maintain aspect ratio while auto 
sizing.  Occasionally a node’s text may not be completely visible. If this happens, scale the 
node individually using the Edit Node button on the ribbon.  Squares and circles will be 
drawn with an aspect ratio of 1 regardless of the aspect ratio entered. 
 
When the All nodes same size button is selected, node height and width is entered (in 
points, 1/72 of an inch).  Nodes will be drawn according to the height and width entered.  
Squares and circles will be drawn with a height and width equal to the width entered. 
 
When the Scale nodes button is selected, node height and width is scaled by the factor 
entered.  This will maintain the existing aspect ratio of each node. 
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New Diagram > Connectors Page 
 

 
Figure 14 - New Diagram > Connectors Page 

Connector Appearance 
Select a connector type using the drop-down box. 

Connector Routing 
Ordered routing will use the incoming and outgoing connection points on each node to route 

connectors. 
 
Shortest routing will route the connectors using the shortest route between nodes. 

Incoming Connection Point 
The incoming connection point is the end of a connector attaching to a node.  This setting 

can be overridden for individual nodes by using the Edit Node button in the Structured 
Diagram group on the ribbon. 

Outgoing Connection Point 
The outgoing connection point is the beginning of a connector attaching to a node.  This 
setting can be overridden for individual nodes by using the Edit Node button in the 
Structured Diagram group on the ribbon. 
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New Diagram > Layout Page 
 

 
Figure 15 - New Diagram > Layout Page 

Auto Arrange Diagram 
When the Auto Arrange Diagram checkbox is selected the diagram will be arranged 
automatically according to the settings on this page and according to node level. 

Auto Arrange Orientation 
Left to right orientation starts with node level 0 on the left side of the page and successive 
node levels progressing to the right. 
 
Top to bottom orientation starts with node level 0 at the top of the page and successive 
node levels progressing downward. 
 
Radial orientation starts with node level 0 at the center of the diagram and successive node 
levels progressing outward.  Each node level is drawn on an imaginary circle around the 
root node.  When using radial orientation, only one node should be at node level 0.  If more 
than one node is at level 0, all nodes at that level will be placed at the same location.  If 
more than one node is at the lowest level, create a dummy node at level 0 and then hide 
that node.  Then place the lowest level nodes at node level 1. 

Auto Arrange Spacing 
Horizontal node spacing is used for left to right and top to bottom orientations.  In a left to 
right orientation, horizontal node spacing is the spacing between node levels.  In a top to 
bottom orientation, horizontal node spacing is the spacing between nodes in a given level. 
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Vertical node spacing is used for left to right and top to bottom orientations.  In a left to 
right orientation, vertical node spacing is the spacing between nodes in a given level.  In a 
top to bottom orientation, vertical node spacing is the spacing between node levels. 

 
Radial node spacing is used for radial orientation.  Radial node spacing is the radial distance 
between the imaginary circles for each node level. 

Auto Arrange Diagram Margins 
Left margin is the distance from the left of the page to the leftmost node. 
 

Top margin is the distance from the top of the page to the topmost node. 
 

Structured Diagram > Add Node 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Add Node Button 

 
 

 

Add Node > Properties Page 
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Figure 16 - Add Node > Properties Page 

Node Structure and Shape 
Node level and node shape are selected using the drop-down boxes.  If this node will be the 
first node on a new node level, select Add New Node Level.  If diagram settings have been 
set to use the same shape for all nodes, the shape setting will be pre-selected in the Shape 
Type box.  Shape type may be changed to a different shape, if desired. 

Node Data 
Node data is entered in the textboxes.  The Diagram Master software requires a unique ID 
for each node.  If you enter an ID that already exists, a pop-up message will notify you of 
this event and stop execution. 
 
The maximum number of characters for each data field is shown below.  When the data field 

is using referenced data from a cell, the node will only show the number of characters in 
each field up to the maximum.  All other characters will be truncated. 
 

Data Field Maximum Characters 

ID 30 

Name 250 

Note 3000 

Data 1 250 

Data 2 250 

Data 3 250 
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Linking Data Fields to Spreadsheet Cells. 
Node name, note, data1, data2, and data3 can be linked to cells in the same workbook that 
contains the diagram.  Only one cell per data field can be referenced.  To link data, click the 

Minimize button to the right of each data field.  The Add Node form will be minimized, and 
the referenced cell can be selected. 
 
You can also type the cell address directly in the text box.  All cell addresses must be 
preceded with the equal sign “=”, or it will be assumed that the entry is a string. 
 
All cell references must be addresses in the current workbook. 
 

 
Figure 17 - Node with Data Linked to Cells 

Note ID Reference 
Node ID must be unique for each node and is therefore controlled by Diagram Master.  The 
node ID can be reverse referenced (spreadsheet cell shows node ID) to reflect node ID in 
the spreadsheet.  To create a node ID reference, click the Minimize button to the right of 
the Node ID Reference box and select the cell where the node ID will be shown in the 
spreadsheet. 
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Add Node > Connections Page 
 

 
Figure 18 - Add Node > Connections Page 

Add Incoming Connection 
In the drop-down box, select a node from which a connection enters this node.  After the 
selection is made, click the Add button to make the connection.  The new connection will 
appear in the Incoming Connections box. 

Add Outgoing Connection 
In the drop-down box, select a node that will receive a connection from this node.  After the 
selection is made, click the Add button to make the connection.  The new connection will 
appear in the Outgoing Connections box. 

Incoming Connections 
All existing incoming connections will appear in this box.  If a connection is selected, the 
Remove button will activate.  Clicking on the Remove button will remove the selected 
connection. 

Outgoing Connections 
All existing outgoing connections will appear in this box.  If a connection is selected, the 
Remove button will activate.  Clicking on the Remove button will remove the selected 
connection. 
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Add Node > Image Page 
 

 
Figure 19 - Add Node > Image Page 

Add Image 
An image can be embedded in a node by clicking on the Add Image button.  A file dialog 
box will appear.  Select the image file and click OK.  A preview of the image will appear in 
the Image Preview box.  The image isn’t saved to the node until the Draw Node button has 
been clicked.   
 
To remove the image, click the Clear Image button. 
 
Images are added to nodes as a square.  For best results, add images that have been 

cropped to a square. 
 
The following image file types can be added: .bmp, .gif, .jpg, .jpeg 
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Structured Diagram > Edit Node 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Edit Node Button 

 
 

The Edit Node window will appear.  Various properties of the selected node can be edited. 

Select Node to Edit Drop-Down Box 
The node to be edited is selected in this drop-down box.  Once a node is selected, the data 
fields and settings will be populated with current information. 
 

Edit Node > Node Data Page 
 

 
Figure 20 - Edit Node > Node Data Page 
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Node data can be edited on this page.  To change the node ID, click the Change Node ID 
checkbox.  The Node ID textbox will then be enabled.  The new node ID must be unique. 
 

Once editing is finished click the Save Changes button. 
 
The maximum number of characters for each data field is shown below.  When the data field 
is using referenced data from a cell, the node will only show the number of characters in 
each field up to the maximum.  All other characters will be truncated. 
 

Data Field Maximum Characters 

ID 30 

Name 250 

Note 3000 

Data 1 250 

Data 2 250 

Data 3 250 

 

Linking Data Fields to Spreadsheet Cells. 
Node name, note, data1, data2, and data3 can be linked to cells in the same workbook that 
contains the diagram.  Only one cell per data field can be referenced.  To link data, click the 
Minimize button to the right of each data field.  The Edit Node form will be minimized, and 
the referenced cell can be selected. 
 
You can also type the cell address directly in the text box.  All cell addresses must be 
preceded with the equal sign “=”, or it will be assumed that the entry is a string. 
 
All cell references must be addresses in the current workbook. 

Deleting a Node 
To delete a node, select a node to delete.  The Delete Node button will be enabled.  Click 
the Delete Node button to delete the node from the diagram and its associated data.  Node 
deletion cannot be undone. 
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Edit Node > Structure & Shape Page 
 

 
Figure 21 - Edit Node > Structure & Shape Page 

Node Level 
The current node level will be shown in the Node level textbox.  To change node level, enter 
a new node level and click the Save Changes button. 

Change Shape Type 
To change the selected node shape, select a new shape type and click the Save Changes 
button. 

Hide Node 
To hide the selected node and any connectors associated with it, select the Hide this node 
checkbox and click the Save Changes button. 

Node Size 
When the Autosize node to fit text button is selected, the node is auto sized to fit the text 
shown. 
 
When the Autosize node by aspect ratio button is selected, a node aspect ratio is entered to 
control the height/width ratio.  Node size will change to fit the text contained within the 
node.  This sizing method uses a heuristic algorithm to maintain aspect ratio while auto 
sizing.  Occasionally a node’s text may not be completely visible. If this happens, scale the 
node using the Scale node size function.  Squares and circles will be drawn with an aspect 
ratio of 1 regardless of the aspect ratio entered. 
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When the Specify node size button is selected, node height and width is entered (in points, 
1/72 of an inch).  The node will be drawn according to the height and width entered.  
Squares and circles will be drawn with a height and width equal to the width entered. 

 
When the Scale node size button is selected, node height and width is scaled by the factor 
entered.  This will maintain the existing aspect ratio of the node. 
 
When done with node sizing, click the Save Changes button. 

Edit Node > Connections Page 
 

 
Figure 22 - Edit Node > Connections Page 

Add Incoming Connection 
In the drop-down box, select a node from which a connection enters this node.  After the 
selection is made, click the Add button to make the connection.  The new connection will 
appear in the Incoming Connections box. 

Add Outgoing Connection 
In the drop-down box, select a node that will receive a connection from this node.  After the 
selection is made, click the Add button to make the connection.  The new connection will 
appear in the Outgoing Connections box. 

Incoming Connections 
All existing incoming connections will appear in this box.  If a connection is selected, the 
Remove button will activate.  Clicking on the Remove button will remove the selected 
connection. 
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Outgoing Connections 
All existing outgoing connections will appear in this box.  If a connection is selected, the 
Remove button will activate.  Clicking on the Remove button will remove the selected 

connection. 

Edit Node > Connection Points Page 
 

 
Figure 23 - Edit Node > Connection Points Page 

Override Connection Settings 
The connector connection points for the selected node can be set to override the diagram 
settings.  To remove the connection point overrides, click the Reset this node’s connection 
points to diagram settings checkbox and click Save Changes button. 

Incoming Connection Point 
The incoming connection point is the end of an incoming connector attaching to this node.   

Outgoing Connection Point 
The outgoing connection point is the beginning of an outgoing connector attaching to this 
node.   
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Edit Node > Image Page 
 

 
Figure 24 - Edit Node > Image Page 

Add Image 
Clicking the Add Image button will show a file dialog box to select the image file.  Once the 
image file is selected, a preview of the image will be shown in the Image Preview box.  Click 
the Save Changes button to add the image to the node. 

 
Images are added to nodes as a square.  For best results, add images that have been 
cropped to a square. 
 
The following image file types can be added: .bmp, .gif, .jpg, .jpeg 

Clear Image 
Clicking the Clear Image button will remove the image from the node.  Click the Save 
Changes button. 
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Structured Diagram > Diagram Settings 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Diagram Settings Button 

 
 

Diagram settings control overall diagram properties. 

Diagram Settings > Node Text Page 
 

 
Figure 25 - Diagram Settings > Node Text Page 

Show On Nodes 
The data fields that will appear on each node is determined by which checkboxes are 
selected.  The data label for each data field can also be toggled on/off by using the label 
checkbox next to the data item.  Note that the data stored for each data field is retained if it 
is not shown on the node. 
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Image Position In Nodes 
When an image is embedded in a node, the image can be positioned on the left or right side 
of the node, except for triangles.  Images placed in triangles are centered at the top and 

this setting has no effect. 

Image Size and Margin 
Image size controls the size of any images embedded in nodes.  Minimum image margin 
determines the spacing between the image and node text.  It also sets the minimum 
distance from the edges of the node. 

Edit Node Window Opened By Clicking On Node 
When this function is “On”, clicking on a node will open the Edit Node window and the 
clicked node will be selected for editing.  To move or resize a node manually, press Alt key 
and click on the node.  Then release Alt key before manipulating nodes. 
 

Important! 
Do not use CTRL-Click.  If the node is dragged, it will create a copy of the node which may 
result in unexpected program behavior.  If a node is inadvertently copied, manually delete 
the copy. 

 
To edit a node when this function is turned off, use Ribbon> Diagram Master tab> Edit Node 
button. 

Diagram Settings > Shape & Size Page 
 

 
Figure 26 - Diagram Settings > Shape & Size Page 
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Node Shape 
When the All Nodes Same Shape checkbox is selected, all nodes will be drawn to the 
selected shape. 

Node Size 
When the Autosize nodes to fit text button is selected, nodes are auto sized to fit the text 
shown. 
 
When the Autosize nodes by aspect ratio button is selected, a node aspect ratio is entered 

to control the height/width ratio.  Node size will change to fit the text contained within the 
node.  This sizing method uses a heuristic algorithm to maintain aspect ratio while auto 
sizing.  Occasionally a node’s text may not be completely visible. If this happens, scale the 
node individually using the Edit Node button on the ribbon.  Squares and circles will be 
drawn with an aspect ratio of 1 regardless of the aspect ratio entered. 
 
When the All nodes same size button is selected, node height and width is entered (in 

points, 1/72 of an inch).  Nodes will be drawn according to the height and width entered.  
Squares and circles will be drawn with a height and width equal to the width entered. 
 
When the Scale nodes button is selected, node height and width is scaled by the factor 
entered.  This will maintain the existing aspect ratio of each node. 

Diagram Settings > Connectors Page 
 

 
Figure 27 - Diagram Settings > Connectors Page 
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Connector Appearance 
Select a connector type using the drop-down box. 

Connector Routing 
Ordered routing will use the incoming and outgoing connection points on each node to route 
connectors. 
 
Shortest routing will route the connectors using the shortest route between nodes. 

Incoming Connection Point 
The incoming connection point is the end of a connector attaching to a node.  This setting 
can be overridden for individual nodes by using the Edit Node button in the Structured 
Diagram group on the ribbon. 

Outgoing Connection Point 
The outgoing connection point is the beginning of a connector attaching to a node.  This 
setting can be overridden for individual nodes by using the Edit Node button in the 
Structured Diagram group on the ribbon. 
 

Diagram Settings > Layout Page 
 

 
Figure 28 - Diagram Settings > Layout Page 
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Auto Arrange Diagram 
When the Auto Arrange Diagram checkbox is selected the diagram will be arranged 
automatically according to the settings on this page and according to node level.  You can 

specify the maximum node level to auto arrange using the drop-down box.  When auto 
arrange is enabled, nodes from level 0 to the maximum level will be auto arranged. 

Auto Arrange Orientation 
Left to right orientation starts with node level 0 on the left side of the page and successive 
node levels progressing to the right. 

 
Top to bottom orientation starts with node level 0 at the top of the page and successive 
node levels progressing downward. 
 
Radial orientation starts with node level 0 at the center of the diagram and successive node 
levels progressing outward.  Each node level is drawn on an imaginary circle around the 
root node.  When using radial orientation, only one node should be at node level 0.  If more 

than one node is at level 0, all nodes at that level will be placed at the same location. 

Auto Arrange Spacing 
Horizontal node spacing is used for left to right and top to bottom orientations.  In a left to 
right orientation, horizontal node spacing is the spacing between node levels.  In a top to 
bottom orientation, horizontal node spacing is the spacing between nodes in a given level. 

 
Vertical node spacing is used for left to right and top to bottom orientations.  In a left to 
right orientation, vertical node spacing is the spacing between nodes in a given level.  In a 
top to bottom orientation, vertical node spacing is the spacing between node levels. 
 
Radial node spacing is used for radial orientation.  Radial node spacing is the radial distance 

between the imaginary circles for each node level. 

Auto Arrange Diagram Margins 
Left margin is the distance from the left of the page to the leftmost node. 
 
Top margin is the distance from the top of the page to the topmost node. 
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Figure 29 - Left to Right Orientation 

 

 
Figure 30 - Top to Bottom Orientation 
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Figure 31 - Radial Orientation 
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Diagram Settings > Stacking Page 
 

 
Figure 32 - Diagram Settings > Stacking Page 

Stacking allows you to “stack” child nodes below or to the right of a selected base node.  A 
child node is determined by outgoing connections from the base node.  For example, node 
1.1 is selected as a base node.  It has outgoing connections to nodes 2.1 and 2.2.  
Therefore, 2.1 and 2.2 are child nodes of 1.1. 

Stack Child Nodes 
Select the base node to apply stacking.  Spacing determines the distance between child 
nodes in the stack. 

Stack Direction 
With vertical stacking, child nodes are stacked below the base node.  With horizontal 
stacking, child nodes are stacked to the right of the base node. 

Alignment 
Alignment determines how the stack nodes are aligned.  For vertical stacking they can be 
aligned on the left edge, centered, or on the right edge.  For horizontal stacking they can be 
aligned on the top edge, centered, or on the bottom edge. 

Node Connection Points 
Node connection points can be changed just for the stack, or you can use the overall 
diagram connector settings.  Note: Node connection points will only apply if ordered 
connections are used. 
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Figure 33 - Vertical Stacking with Node 1.1 as Base Node 

 
Figure 34 - Horizontal Stacking with Node 1.1 as Base Node 
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Diagram Settings > Node Order Page 
 

 
Figure 35 - Diagram Settings > Node Order Page 

 
When auto arrange is turned on, the order of nodes in a node level may not be what is 
desired.  To change the order of appearance on the diagram, select a node level in the 
drop-down box.  All nodes in the selected node level will appear in the list box.  To change 
the order, select a node in the list box and use the up/down arrows to change the order.  
Once the order is correct, click the Apply button. 
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Diagram Settings > Visibility Page 
 

 
Figure 36 - Diagram Settings > Visibility Page 

Unhide All Nodes 
To unhide any hidden nodes, select the Unhide all nodes checkbox and click the Apply 
button. 

Hide By Selecting Node 
Hiding by selecting a node will hide any node that is not the selected base node or a 
descendant of the base node.  To hide by selecting a node, select a base node from the 
drop-down box and click the Apply button. 

Hide By Node Level 
All nodes in a node level or range of node levels can be hidden.  Nodes outside a level or 

range of levels can also be hidden while showing the selected node levels.  Select the lowest 
and highest node level to hide/show and click the Apply button. 
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Structured Diagram > Quick Edit 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Quick Edit Button 

 
 

The structured diagram Quick Edit form is a floating form that allows editing of structured 
diagrams while keeping the form open.  You have the option of adding nodes, editing nodes, 
and changing the diagram settings using the ribbon buttons described earlier, or using the 
Quick Edit form.  It’s a matter of personal preference. 
 
Quick edit has three primary pages: 

• Add Node 

• Edit Node 
• Settings 

 
Each page contains sub-pages like the Add Node, Edit Node, and Settings forms.  The 
operation of each Quick Edit page is the same as adding a node, editing a node, and 
changing settings described earlier in this chapter. 

 
The Quick Edit form is only valid for the diagram that was active when it was opened.  If 
you want to use Quick Edit on another diagram, you need to close the form and re-open it 
with the other diagram active. 
 
If you rename the sheet of the active diagram with the Quick Edit open, you will need to 

close and re-open the form. 

Click to Edit Operation 
When Quick Edit is open and the click to edit setting is turned on, clicking on a node will 
switch Quick Edit to the Edit Node page and preselect that node for editing.  If Quick Edit is 
not open, the Edit Node form will appear. 
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Structured Diagram > Create Report 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Create Report Button 

 

Create Report 
Node data can be extracted to a new worksheet in the current workbook or to a new 
workbook.  Reports can be limited to selected node levels and sorted by node ID, node 
name, and node level.  Incoming and outgoing connections are also included in reports. 
 

 
Figure 37 - Create Report Form 
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Sample Report 
A sample report is shown below. 
 

 
Figure 38 - Sample Node Report 

 

Structured Diagram > Arrange Diagram 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Tools Menu > Arrange Diagram Button 

 
 
The Arrange Diagram function will auto arrange the diagram according to the current 
diagram settings.  The Arrange Diagram function will only work if the Auto arrange diagram 
check box is checked in Diagram Settings layout page shown below. 
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Figure 39 - Diagram Settings Form 

 
 

Structured Diagram > Resize Nodes 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Tools Menu > Resize Nodes Button 

 
 
The Resize Nodes function will resize all nodes according to the current size settings.  It will 

do one of the following, depending on the current setting. 
• Autosize nodes to fit text. 
• Autosize nodes by aspect ratio. 
• All nodes the same size. 
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Structured Diagram > Rescale Images 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Tools Menu > Rescale Images Button 

 
 

When a node is resized, the image may be distorted. The Rescale Images function will 
rescale any images embedded in nodes to fit within the node size and according to the 
image margins.  The image will be rescaled to a square.  This is used when a node is resized 
or the node shape is changed. 
 
 

 
Figure 40 - Before Rescaling 

 

 
Figure 41 - After Rescaling 
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Structured Diagram > Refresh Text 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Tools Menu > Refresh Text Button 

 
 
If any node has its data referenced to a cell in the workbook, by clicking on the Refresh Text 
button, the text shown in the node will be updated to reflect what is currently in the cell it 
references. 
 
Note: If automatic calculation is turned off, the worksheet containing the referenced data 
must be recalculated before refreshing text to show the updated value. 
 

Structured Diagram > Reroute 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Tools Menu > Reroute Button 

 
 
If the shortest routing setting is turned on in settings, clicking the Reroute button will 
reroute each connector to the shortest path between two nodes. 
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Chapter 3 – Mind Maps 
 
This chapter discusses creating and editing a mind map.  The tools covered in this chapter 
are in the Mind Map group on the Diagram Master ribbon menu. 

Mind Map > New Map 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > New Map Button 

 
 
The New Mind Map window will appear.  Initial mind map settings can be entered now or 
later using the Ribbon> Diagram Master tab> Mind Map Settings button.  A mind map sheet 
name is required.  When the Create Diagram button is clicked, a new worksheet in the 
active workbook will be created.  The sheet name will be the mind map name entered. 
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New Map > Node Text Page 
 

 
Figure 42 - New Mind Map > Node Text Page 

Show On Nodes 
The data fields that will appear on each node is determined by which checkboxes are 
selected.  The data label for each data field can also be toggled on/off by using the label 
checkbox next to the data item.  Note that the data stored for each data field is retained if it 
is not shown on the node. 

Edit Node Window Opened By Clicking On Node 
When this function is “On”, clicking on a node will open the Edit Node window and the 
clicked node will be selected for editing.  To move or resize a node manually, press Alt key 
and click on the node.  Then release Alt key before manipulating nodes. 
 

Important! 
Do not use CTRL-Click.  If the node is dragged, it will create a copy of the node which may 
result in unexpected program behavior.  If a node is inadvertently copied, manually delete 
the copy. 

 
To edit a node when this function is turned off, use Ribbon> Diagram Master tab> Edit Node 
button. 
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New Map > Shape & Size Page 
 

 
Figure 43 - New Mind Map > Shape & Size Page 

Node Shape 
When the All nodes same shape checkbox is selected, all nodes will be drawn to the selected 
shape. 

Connector Appearance 
Select a connector type using the drop-down box. 

Node Size 
When the Autosize nodes to fit text button is selected, nodes are autosized to fit the text 
shown. 
 
When the Autosize nodes by aspect ratio button is selected, a node aspect ratio is entered 
to control the height/width ratio.  Node size will change to fit the text contained within the 
node.  This sizing method uses a heuristic algorithm to maintain aspect ratio while auto 
sizing.  Occasionally a node’s text may not be completely visible.  Squares and circles will be 
drawn with an aspect ratio of 1 regardless of the aspect ratio entered. 
 
When the All nodes same size button is selected, node height and width is entered (in 
points, 1/72 of an inch).  Nodes will be drawn according to the height and width entered.  
Squares and circles will be drawn with a height and width equal to the width entered. 
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Mind Map > Add Node 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Add Node Button 

 
 

Add Node 
 

 
Figure 44 - Add Node 

Node Structure and Shape 
Node shape and node parent are selected using the drop-down boxes.  If mind map settings 
have been set to use the same shape for all nodes, the shape setting will be pre-selected in 

the Shape Type box.  Shape type may be changed to a different shape, if desired. 

Node Data 
Node data is entered in the textboxes.  The maximum number of characters for each data 
field is shown below.   
 

Data Field Maximum Characters 

Name 250 

Note 3000 
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Mind Map > Edit Node 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Edit Node Button 

 
 

Edit Node 
 

 
Figure 45 - Edit Node 

 

Node Structure & Shape 
To change the selected node shape, select a new shape type and click the Save Changes 
button. 
 
To change the selected node parent, select a new parent and click the Save Changes 
button. 

Delete Node 
To delete a node and all of its descendant nodes, select the Delete descendants checkbox 
and click the Delete Node button. 
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To delete the selected node only, leave the Delete descendants checkbox unchecked and 
click the Delete Node button.  If the deleted node has any descendant nodes, their parent 

will be changed to the deleted node’s parent. 

Node Data 
The node name and note can be edited in this window. The maximum number of characters 
for each data field is shown below.   
 

Data Field Maximum Characters 

Name 250 

Note 3000 

 

Mind Map > Mind Map Settings 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Mind Map Settings Button 

 
 
The Mind Map Settings form controls settings for the entire mind map. 
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Mind Map Settings > Node Text Page 
 

 
Figure 46 - Diagram Settings > Node Text Page 

Show On Nodes 
The data that will appear on each node.  Select a checkbox to show information on nodes.  
The data label for each data type can also be toggled on/off by using the label checkbox 
next to the data item. 

Edit Node Window Opened By Clicking On Node 
When this function is “On”, clicking on a node will open the Edit Node form and the clicked 
node will be selected for editing.  To move or resize a node manually, press Alt key and click 
on the node.  Then release Alt key before manipulating nodes. 
 

Important! 
Do not use CTRL-Click.  If the node is dragged, it will create a copy of the node which may 
result in unexpected program behavior.  If a node is inadvertently copied, manually delete 
the copy. 

 
To edit a node when this function is turned off, use Ribbon> Diagram Master tab> Edit Node 

button. 
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Mind Map Settings > Shape & Size Page 
 

 
Figure 47 - Diagram Settings > Shape & Size Page 

Node Shape 
When the All Nodes Same Shape checkbox is selected, all nodes will be drawn to the 
selected shape. 

Connector Appearance 
Select a connector type using the drop-down box. 

Node Size 
When the Autosize nodes to fit text button is selected, nodes are autosized to fit the text 
shown. 

 
When the Autosize nodes by aspect ratio button is selected, a node aspect ratio is entered 
to control the height/width ratio.  Node size will change to fit the text contained within the 
node.  This sizing method uses a heuristic algorithm to maintain aspect ratio while auto 
sizing.  Occasionally a node’s text may not be completely visible.  Squares and circles will be 
drawn with an aspect ratio of 1 regardless of the aspect ratio entered. 
 
When the All nodes same size button is selected, node height and width is entered (in 
points, 1/72 of an inch).  Nodes will be drawn according to the height and width entered.  
Squares and circles will be drawn with a height and width equal to the width entered. 
 
When the Scale nodes button is selected, node height and width is scaled by the factor 
entered.  This will maintain the existing aspect ratio of each node. 
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Mind Map Settings > Visibility Page 
 

 
Figure 48 - Diagram Settings > Visibility Page 

 

Unhide All Nodes 
To unhide any hidden nodes, select the Unhide all nodes checkbox and click the Apply 

button. 

Hide By Selecting Node 
Hiding by selecting a node will hide any node that is not the selected base node or a 
descendant of the base node.  To hide by selecting a node, select a base node from the 
dropdown list and click Apply button. 

Hide By Node Level 
All nodes in a node level or range of node levels can be hidden.  Select the lowest and 
highest node level to hide/show and click Apply button.  Hiding nodes outside range will 
hide node levels below the lowest visible node level and above the highest visible node 
level.  Hiding nodes inside range will hide node levels between the lowest visible node level 
and the highest visible node level. 
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Mind Map > Quick Edit 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Quick Edit Button 

 
 

The mind map Quick Edit form is a floating form that allows editing of mind maps while 
keeping the form open.  You have the option of adding nodes, editing nodes, and changing 
the diagram settings using the ribbon buttons described earlier, or using the Quick Edit 
form.  It’s a matter of personal preference. 
 
Quick edit has three primary pages: 

• Add Node 

• Edit Node 
• Settings 

 
The settings page contains sub-pages like the Settings form.  The operation of each Quick 
Edit page is the same as adding a node, editing a node, and changing settings described 
earlier in this chapter. 

 
The Quick Edit form is only valid for the mind map that was active when it was opened.  If 
you want to use Quick Edit on another mind map, you need to close the form and re-open it 
with the other mind map active. 
 
If you rename the sheet of the active mind map with the Quick Edit open, you will need to 

close and re-open the form. 

Click to Edit Operation 
When Quick Edit is open and the click to edit setting is turned on, clicking on a node will 
switch Quick Edit to the Edit Node page and preselect that node for editing.  If Quick Edit is 
not open, the Edit Node form will appear. 
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Mind Map > Resize Nodes 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Resize Nodes Button 

 
 

The Resize Nodes function will resize all nodes according to the current size settings.  It will 
do one of the following, depending on the current setting. 

• Autosize nodes to fit text. 
• Autosize nodes by aspect ratio. 
• All nodes the same size. 

 

Mind Map > Reroute 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Reroute Button 

 
 
Clicking the Reroute button will reroute each connector to the shortest path between two 
nodes.  The example below shows straight connectors before and after rerouting. 
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Figure 49 - Before Rerouting 

 
 
 

 
Figure 50 - After Rerouting 
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Mind Map > Convert to Structured Diagram 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Convert to Structured Diagram Button 

 
 

The Convert to Structured Diagram function will convert a mind map to a structured 
diagram.  This conversion is a one-way process and once converted, the diagram cannot be 
converted back to a mind map. 
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Chapter 4 – Selection Tools 
The tools in this group work with both structured diagrams and mind maps.  These tools are 
used to easily select all shapes or all shapes of a specific type (nodes or connectors) to copy 
to another file or to use Excel’s formatting features. 

Selection Tools > Select All 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Select All Button 

 
 
Clicking the Select All button will select all shapes on the active diagram sheet. 
 

Selection Tools > Select All Nodes 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Select Nodes Button 

 
 
Clicking the Select Nodes button will select all nodes on the active diagram sheet. 
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Selection Tools > Select All Connectors 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Select Connectors Button 

 
 

Clicking the Select Connectors button will select all connectors on the active diagram sheet. 
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Chapter 5 - Utilities 
The tools in this group work with both structured diagrams and mind maps.  They are used 
to repair nodes and connectors that may have been altered or deleted by user intervention.   
 
A diagram arrangement can be saved to restore later using the tools in the saved 
arrangement menu.  This allows rearranging the diagram temporarily for presentations or 
for an alternate configuration. 

 

Utilities > Repair Connectors 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Repair Connectors Button 

 
 
Clicking the Repair Connectors button will delete all connectors and redraw new ones with 

the same node relationships.  If a connector exists in the diagram, its custom formatting will 
be retained.  If the connector has been deleted, the connector will be redrawn according to 
the default connector format for Excel. 

Utilities > Regenerate Nodes 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Regenerate Nodes Button 

 
 

Clicking the Regenerate Nodes button will attempt to repair errors in the diagram such as a 
manually deleted node shape, a manually deleted image, or a missing node/image group.  If 
a node must be redrawn, it will be drawn according to the default format for the workbook 
and any custom formatting will be lost.  Nodes are regenerated according to the following 
scenarios: 
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Node Condition Regeneration 

Node shape exists, never had image. Node OK. Do nothing. 

Node shape exists, has image, node and image 

grouped. 

Node OK. Do nothing. 

Node shape is missing, never had image. Redraw node. 

Node shape is missing, image exists. Redraw node and group with image. 

Node shape is missing, had image, image is missing. Redraw node without image.  User 
will need to add image again. 

Node shape exists, had image, image is missing. Do nothing. User will need to add 

image again. 

Node shape exists, image exists, not grouped. Regroup node and image. 

 

Utilities > Saved Arrangement > Set Arrangement 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Saved Arrangement Menu > Set Arrangement Button 

 
 

Clicking the Set Arrangement button will save the current location of each node.  If an 
arrangement was saved previously, it will be overwritten with the current arrangement. 
 

Utilities > Saved Arrangement > Redraw Diagram 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Saved Arrangement Menu > Redraw Diagram Button 

 
 

Clicking the Redraw Diagram button will redraw the diagram according to the last saved 
arrangement.  If no arrangement has been saved all nodes will be moved to the upper left 
of the worksheet. 
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Utilities > Update Links 
Ribbon > Diagram Master Tab > Update Links Button 

 
 

When nodes are added to a diagram, Excel creates a link between the workbook and the 
Diagram Master add-in on the current machine.  When the workbook is opened on another 
machine with Diagram Master installed, you may get a message that links could not be 
updated. 
 
 

 
Figure 51 - Links Warning Message 

 
Click the Don’t Update button to close the message.  Then click the Update Links button on 
the Diagram Master ribbon.  This utility will update the link to the current machine.   
 
The following conditions must be met for update links to work properly: 

• Do not break the links using the Edit Links tool in the Excel ribbon. 

• Do not rename the Diagram Master add-in file.  Its name should be 
"Diagram_Master.xlam". 

• Sheets that are not diagrams cannot be protected. 
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Chapter 6 – General Information 

Avoiding Errors 
The following are guidelines to avoid errors that may occur. 

Data Cells 
Avoid modifying data cells in columns A through Z.  Program errors may result, including 
lost data.  Columns A through Z and should be hidden.  Appendix A and B gives information 
on these cells as well as how to unprotect and modify them.  This should only be done as a 
last resort.  Using the repair utilities and editing nodes should be the first action to remedy 
error messages.   

Nodes and Connectors 
Do not manually delete nodes or connectors.  Use Edit Node buttons on the ribbon to delete 
nodes and their associated connectors.  The Repair Connections and Regenerate Nodes tools 
will help to recover a manually deleted item, but the best practice is to modify the diagram 
through the Diagram Master functions to avoid problems later. 
 
Do not ungroup nodes with images.  Node with images are “grouped” so that they stay 

together and change shape together. 
 
With “Click to Edit” mode on, do not use CTRL-Drag.  This will create a copy of the node 
which may cause unusual program behavior.  Use ALT-click to select a node, then drag to 
move the node. 

Referenced Data 
Do not sort referenced data cells.  What appears in a node is referenced to a specific cell 
address.  Sorting will change the contents of the cells and change what is shown in the 
node. 

Formatting Diagrams 
General formatting can be accomplished using Excel’s formatting tools.  The Diagram Master 
selection tools allow for easy selection of all shapes, nodes only or connectors only. 

Sharing a Workbook with Another User Who Does 
Not Have Diagram Master Installed 
When another user who does not have Diagram Master installed opens a workbook 
containing diagrams, the following may appear (depending on settings). 
 

 
Figure 52 - Link Message 
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This will appear each time the workbook is opened.  There is a link to the Diagram Master 
add-in that needs to be broken.  Once the link is broken, the message should disappear 
unless there are other links not related to Diagram Master. 

 
To break the link, go to Data tab>Connections Group>Edit Links.  The Edit Links window will 
appear.  If the Break Link button is disabled as shown in Figure 53, close the window and 
select an unprotected sheet.  Create an unprotected sheet if necessary.  Then reopen the 
Edit Links window. 
 

 
Figure 53 - Edit Links >> Break Link button disabled 

 
The Break Link button should be enabled as shown in Figure 54.  Make sure Diagram Master 
is selected and click the Break Link button.  Close the Edit Links window and save the 
workbook. 
 

 
Figure 54 - Edit Links >> Break Link button enabled 
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Troubleshooting 

Condition: Node manually deleted 
Use Regenerate Nodes tool to restore node.  Custom formatting may be lost.  If the node 
had an image, the image will need to be added to the node again. 

Condition: Node ungrouped with image 
Use Regenerate Nodes tool. 

Condition: Manually deleted connector 
Use Repair Connectors tool.  The restored connector will be shown with the default 
connector formatting. 

Condition: Broken connection 
Use Repair Connectors tool.  If the connector still exists, it will be repaired with any custom 

formatting retained. 

Condition: Node image distorted after resizing node 
Use Rescale Images tool. 

Condition: Node connects to itself, connector does not appear 
When a node connects to itself a connector should exit the node and re-enter the node.  If 

straight connectors are used, the connector will be completely inside the node and may not 
be visible.  Change connector type to curved or elbow and the connector should appear 
outside the node. 

Condition: Image(s) not shown 
If a node has not been manually deleted, and there are no errors, the image margin from 

node edges may be too large.  Set image margin to a smaller value on Diagram Settings > 
Node Text Page. 

Condition: Image is not inside node 
Click the Rescale Images button on the ribbon.  Image should be placed correctly.  If not, 
the image may have been ungrouped from the node.  If this occurs, run the Regenerate 
Nodes tool to regroup image with node. 

Condition: Node connection point not changed to setting 
Check diagram settings that connector routing is set to “ordered”.  When connector routing 
is set to shortest routing, node connection point settings are not used. 

Condition: Node aspect ratio does not change when auto size with aspect 

ratio is applied 
Right click on the node and select “Size and Properties” menu item.  Check that “Lock 
Aspect Ratio” is not checked. 

Condition: There was an error during node hiding.  After node 

regeneration, some nodes do not appear. 
During the hiding process, some nodes were already hidden before the error occurred.  
They will remain hidden after node regeneration.  Go to Diagram Settings>Visibility Page 
and check “Unhide all nodes”.  Click Apply button. 

Condition: Node exists but cannot find on spreadsheet. 
If regenerating nodes fails to make a node appear, it may be a layout or node size issue. 
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If auto arrange is on, go to Edit Node form and check node level.  If a node has an 
extremely high node level compared to the rest of the nodes, it will be located at an 

extreme location in the spreadsheet.  Depending on node spacing and node size, the node 
may be located at the limits of the spreadsheet and will be shrunk to a point where it 
appears as a line. 
 
Check node size by going to Edit Node form and looking at size by height and width 
textboxes.  Extremely small height and width will make the node appear as a dot.  Try 
resizing node to larger dimensions. 
 

Protected Workbooks 
In a protected workbook, new sheets cannot be added.  Therefore, if you attempt to add a 
structured diagram or mind map to a protected workbook you will get the following 

message. 
 

 
Figure 55 - Protected Workbook Message 

 
If a workbook is protected after a diagram is created, the node report can only be created in 
a new workbook. 
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Appendix A – Structured Diagram Data 
 
When a structured diagram is created, columns A through Z of the diagram worksheet is 
reserved for diagram settings and data.  This area of the worksheet is protected and hidden.  
In the unlikely event that data is corrupted and causes problems editing the diagram, this 
information can be used to attempt to restore data integrity. 
 

Editing diagram data directly should only be used as a last resort, and it’s possible 
to render the diagram unusable.  Proceed with caution. 

Unprotecting the Diagram Worksheet 
To unprotect, click the Review tab on the Excel ribbon.  Then click the Unprotect Sheet 

button.   
 
The password to unprotect is: ceranna4279112 

Diagram Settings 
Diagram settings are stored in column A. 

 

Cell Description Valid Entries 

A1 Structured diagram identifier code.   Ceranna ID: DM1 

A3 Auto arrange on/off TRUE, blank 

A4 Left diagram margin for auto arrange. Positive real number 

A5 Top diagram margin for auto arrange. Positive real number 

A6 Horizontal node spacing for auto arrange. Real number 

A7 Vertical node spacing for auto arrange. Real number 

A8 Radial node spacing for auto arrange. Real number 

A9 Diagram orientation for auto arrange. horizontal, vertical, 
radial 

A10 Maximum node level to auto arrange. Integer from 0 to 25000 

A11 Connector style. Straight, Elbow, Curved 

A12 Connector routing. ordered, shortest 

A13 Incoming connector site for each node. top, left, right, bottom 

A14 Outgoing connector site for each node. top, left, right, bottom 

A16 Shape type.  Used when all nodes are the 
same shape. 

Blank, Rectangle, 
Rounded Rectangle, 

Square, Oval, Diamond, 
Circle, Triangle, 
Hexagon, Octagon 

A17 Show ID on nodes. TRUE, blank 

A18 Show name on nodes. TRUE, blank 

A19 Show note on nodes. TRUE, blank 

A20 Show data 1 field on nodes. TRUE, blank 

A21 Show data 2 field on nodes. TRUE, blank 

A22 Show data 3 field on nodes. TRUE, blank 

A26 Auto size nodes to fit text. TRUE, blank 

A27 All nodes same size. TRUE, blank 
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Cell Description Valid Entries 

A28 If A27 TRUE, node heights Real number from 1 to 
30000, blank 

A29 If A27 TRUE, node widths Real number from 1 to 
30000, blank 

A30 Node aspect ratio.  If nodes are autosized 
with aspect ratio, this cell will contain aspect 
ratio, otherwise it will be blank. 

Real number from .05 to 
10, blank 

A33 Click to edit on/off TRUE, FALSE 

A36 Show ID label on nodes. TRUE, FALSE, blank 

A37 Show name label on nodes. TRUE, FALSE, blank 

A38 Show note label on nodes. TRUE, FALSE, blank 

A39 Show data 1 label on nodes. TRUE, FALSE, blank 

A40 Show data 2 label on nodes. TRUE, FALSE, blank 

A41 Show data 3 label on nodes. TRUE, FALSE, blank 

A43 Image size. Real number ≥ 0 

A44 Minimum image margin. Real number ≥ 0 

A45 Image position in nodes. left, right 

Node Data 
Individual node data and settings are stored in columns B through Q.  Each row represents 

the data for a node. 
 
String value means that cell data starts with an apostrophe. 
 
Blank means the cell can be blank. 
 

Column Description Valid Entries 

B Node ID. String value. 

C Node name. String value. 

D Node note. String value. 

E Node data 1 field. String value. 

F Node data 2 field. String value. 

G Node data 3 field. String value. 

H Hide this node. hidden, blank 

I Node level. Integer from 0 to 25000 

J Node shape type. Rectangle, Rounded Rectangle, 
Square, Oval, Diamond, Circle, 
Triangle, Hexagon, Octagon 

K This column is used for temporary data 
storage by various operations. 

Blank 

L Image name. Excel generated name. 

M Group name.  For nodes with images.  When 
an image is added to a node, there is a node 
shape and an image shape.  These shapes 

are grouped to form a node. 

Excel generated name. 

N Incoming site override.  If the incoming 
connection point is specified instead of the 
diagram incoming site, the override is stored 
in this column. 1 = top, 2 = left, 3 = 
bottom, 4= right 

1, 2, 3, 4 
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Column Description Valid Entries 

O Outgoing site override.  If the outgoing 
connection point is specified instead of the 

diagram outgoing site, the override is stored 
in this column. 1 = top, 2 = left, 3 = 
bottom, 4= right 

1, 2, 3, 4 

P Left side location of node.  Used for saved 
arrangement. 

Real number ≥ 0 

Q Top side location of node.  Used for saved 

arrangement. 

Real number ≥ 0 

Connector Data 
Individual connector data and settings are stored in columns R through Z.  Some columns 
are not used and reserved for future use.  Each row represents the data for a connector. 
 

Column Description Valid Entries 

R Connector name. See note 1. 

S Begin node ID.  This is the node ID for the 
node where the connector begins. 

A node ID located in column B. 

T End node ID.  This is the node ID for the 
node where the connector ends. 

A node ID located in column B. 

U Connector hidden? hidden, blank 

V Not used.  

W Not used.  

X Not used.  

Y Not used.  

Z Not used.  

 
Note 1: Connector names begin with “ |conn” and have connector row number at end of 
string.  Note that there is a space in front of the vertical bar.  For example, the connector in 
row 7 is stored as “ |conn7”.  The quotation marks are used to denote the cell contents and 
are not part of the name. 
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Appendix B – Mind Map Data 
 
When a mind map is created, columns A through Z of the mind map worksheet is reserved 
for mind map settings and data.  This area of the worksheet is protected and hidden.  In the 
unlikely event that data is corrupted and causes problems editing the mind map, this 
information can be used to attempt to restore data integrity. 
 

Editing mind map data directly should only be used as a last resort, and it’s 
possible to render the mind map unusable.  Proceed with caution. 

Unprotecting the Mind Map Worksheet 
To unprotect, click the Review tab on the Excel ribbon.  Then click the Unprotect Sheet 

button.   
 
The password to unprotect is: ceranna4279112 

Mind Map Settings 
Mind map settings are stored in column A. 

 

Cell Description Valid Entries 

A11 Connector style. Straight, Elbow, Curved 

A12 Connector routing. ordered, shortest 

A13 Incoming connector site for each node. top, left, right, bottom 

A14 Outgoing connector site for each node. top, left, right, bottom 

A16 Shape type.  Used when all nodes are the 
same shape. 

Blank, Rectangle, 
Rounded Rectangle, 
Square, Oval, Diamond, 
Circle, Triangle, 
Hexagon, Octagon 

A17 Show ID on nodes. TRUE, blank 

A18 Show name on nodes. TRUE, blank 

A19 Show note on nodes. TRUE, blank 

A26 Auto size nodes to fit text. TRUE, blank 

A27 All nodes same size. TRUE, blank 

A28 If A27 TRUE, node heights Real number number 
from 1 to 30000, blank 

A29 If A27 TRUE, node widths Real number from 1 to 
30000, blank 

A30 Node aspect ratio.  If nodes are autosized 
with aspect ratio, this cell will contain aspect 
ratio, otherwise it will be blank. 

Real number from .05 to 
10, blank 

A33 Click to edit on/off TRUE, FALSE 

A36 Show ID label on nodes. TRUE, FALSE, blank 

A37 Show name label on nodes. TRUE, FALSE, blank 

A38 Show note label on nodes. TRUE, FALSE, blank 
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Node Data 
Individual node data and settings are stored in columns B through Q.  Each row represents 
the data for a node. 

 
String value means that cell data starts with an apostrophe. 
 
Blank means the cell can be blank. 
 

Column Description Valid Entries 

B Node ID. String value. 

C Node name. String value. 

D Node note. String value. 

E Not used.  

F Not used.  

G Not used.  

H Hide this node. hidden, blank 

I Node level. Integer from 0 to 25000 

J Node shape type. Rectangle, Rounded Rectangle, 
Square, Oval, Diamond, Circle, 
Triangle, Hexagon, Octagon 

K This column is used for temporary data 
storage by various operations. 

Blank 

L Not used.  

M Not used.  

N Not used.  

O Not used.  

P Not used.  

Q Not used.  

Connector Data 
Individual connector data and settings are stored in columns R through Z.  Some columns 
are not used and reserved for future use.  Each row represents the data for a connector. 
 

Column Description Valid Entries 

R Connector name. See note 1. 

S Begin node ID.  This is the node ID for the 
node where the connector begins. 

A node ID located in column B. 

T End node ID.  This is the node ID for the 
node where the connector ends. 

A node ID located in column B. 

U Connector hidden? hidden, blank 

V Not used.  

W Not used.  

X Not used.  

Y Not used.  

Z Not used.  

 
Note 1: Connector names begin with “ |conn” and have connector row number at end of 
string.  Note that there is a space in front of the vertical bar.  For example, the connector in 
row 7 is stored as “ |conn7”.  The quotation marks are used to denote the cell contents and 
are not part of the name. 
 


